DIFFERENT
STYLES GRADES 1-3
BY BRON HARRISON

Trust me, you do not
want to be the kind of
drummer that can only
play a rock-beat! The
better players can play
all different styles.
This Different Styles
selection of pieces is
particularly handy if
you are sitting an
exam or if you are
looking to be a gigging
musician.
There are backing track
accompaniments in
the ‘Audio Resources’
section in the Members
Area.
Go get your groove on.

What you will find:
1. STRAIGHT 8s FEEL :: ‘SO MANY NIGHTS’ BY THE CAT EMPIRE
This chart is a sample only from ‘So Many Nights’ and includes both an eighth note
rock beat and a quarter note rock beat.
2. BASIC LATIN :: ‘SWAY’ MICAHEL BUBLÉ
Ready to dance. Get your Latino groove on here with Vinnie Colaiuta. You won’t
regret it.
3. 3/4 STRAIGHT :: ‘SQUIBNOCKET’ WALTZ BY RALPH SALMINS
Jamming with Ralph Salmins, here we have your quintessential ¾ feel.
4. 12/8 FEEL:: ‘STILL GOT THE BLUES’ BY GARY MOORE
Think Lisa Simpson from ‘The Simpsons’ – the master of blues saxophone. Here I
have chosen an old fav amongst your folks. REMEMBER those crescendos in the fills!
5. BASIC 2/4 MARCH
I was taught many years ago “the black cat piddled in the white cat’s milk”. Say it.
Now stamp your foot on the bold letters. Now play a rhythm to it. That is a good
start to a 2/4 march and then go on from there. Make sure you keep your bass drum
strong like a marching band. Timing is everything in a march.
6. BASIC RHUMBA ::
The Rhumba should make you want to dance so be sure to pop an accent on the
ONE, the AND after two and the FOUR. Go, on, say it aloud ONE + 2 AND 3 + FOUR
+.
7. INDIE ROCK ::
So I have a bit of a beef with the word “indie” as a genre or style. Why? ‘Indie’, is
short for ‘Independent’. And all it means, is: an “independent musician”. An
independent musician can play what ever style they want, but because the
emergence of independent musicians surged in the nineties, they (who ever “they”
are are???? coined the term ‘Independent’. This means, Pearl Jam, Blink 182, and
many of the punk rock bands are lumped with the style “Indie”. All it really means sis
that you haven’t sold your music to a record label. I could go on about this, but I
won’t. I, obviously being an independent artist, think that this style or genre could be
characterised better. But let’s carry on….
All backing tracks can be found in the Members Area under Audio Resources
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